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This book is a collection of 11 contributions from experienced and well-published
educators. The clientele for the book will be students and researchers but, perhaps
most importantly, there should be a strong clientele among online teachers and train-
ers. The book provides a nice balance between research and practice. References are
placed at the end of each chapter, but there is both a good author index and subject
index across all contributions.
This book positions itself in distance education, but has value to all who teach
online. Its positioning is made very clear in the foreword, where Donald Ely intro-
duces the focus on offering “solid advice about teaching and learning at a distance”
(p. ix). While as a committed distance educator I think the location of the book in
that field is welcome, I feel that it could have had a broader footprint across online
learning. Such are the complexities of convergence. Positioning the book in distance
education does avoid some debates.
Ely puts his finger right on the value of this book when he describes its contribu-
tors as experienced online instructors who have drawn not only on field experience
but also on sound research. I also think that is a strength of this book—there is a
sense in which many contributors are putting their practice into theory and, in so
doing, providing a robustness about the writing and the messages it is conveying.
The reader doesn’t often get the feeling that advice and observations are being
provided by people who haven’t been there and who haven’t done that.
The genesis of the book lies in a doctoral dissertation at Syracuse University
(Ganesan, 2005). Ganesan worked with six experienced online teachers to elicit
their perceptions and practices. The advice of her doctoral committee was that it be
expanded to a book. Ganesan doesn’t end up with much profile in the book, but
clearly her work at least partially informed it and is cited often throughout.
The contributors are drawn from the USA, Canada, Australia, Europe, and Sri
Lanka to provide a book that is balanced in its contributions, rather than being confined
to the systems and conceptualizations of online teaching and learning that may
































Finding your Online Voice—and each chapter focuses on ways that assist teachers and
learners in developing their presence and contributions to online teaching and learning.
I think Spector’s own contribution on competencies for online teachers well
placed as the first chapter, and with an important role in setting the context for a
book on finding online voice. Spector deals well with a range of competencies identi-
fied through the literature and through practice. Anecdotes are used to enliven and
humanize the competencies being discussed. I would have liked a tighter summary of
competencies, but perhaps that is a matter of taste. Additionally, although one of his
personal anecdotes suggests the power in online discussion of the teacher remaining
silent, he doesn’t move that idea of deliberate silence into any strong discussion.
I liked Jan Visser’s reflective observation on online learning and, although tinged
with over-enthusiasm, the chapter is balanced and provides good insights and valu-
able reflections. In the book’s location in distance education there is little place for a
strong comparison between online and face-to-face discussions although that would
be useful. The possibility of online discussion being impoverished is handled indi-
rectly by providing ideas and reflections on how to enrich it, but there is no substan-
tial exploration of the role of interruption in learning discussions, or the impacts of
interruption being removed as a possibility.
The chapter provided by Som Naidu and others is a really useful and focused
piece of work, providing a wealth of ideas for using scenarios to develop reflective
practice in distance education and, of course, most particularly online distance
education. This chapter is detailed in its exposition, with the examples and ideas
discussed adaptable to a wide range of teaching and learning circumstances.
The chapter by Zane Berge on motivating and managing students is less detailed
and leaves much more to the reader to make the leap from the chapter to practice.
The chapter nevertheless provides valuable ideas and processes for online instructors
but, in my view, could have developed a stronger discussion about the diversity of
motivators for students in different circumstances and with different intents.
Perhaps the most challenging chapter to write would have been Deborah LaPointe’s
“Pursuing Interaction,” since the pursuit of interaction has a huge literature of enor-
mously diverse quality and evidential basis. To forge something new and worthwhile
in that circumstance is difficult—but she has done it well. The chapter is beautifully
organized with headings that capture the key issues of learner autonomy, levels of
learning, course design and requirements, information processing, dialogue develop-
ment, task design, and synchronicity. The evidence base for what LaPointe has to say
comes from the quality end of the literature and in my view she has developed a chapter
that very succinctly and competently pulls together a vast body of material.
Lya Visser’s contribution deals with the issues of the obstacles and opportunities
that face teachers who wish to “get into” and become effective online teachers. The
treatment of obstacles is particularly useful and will serve to give a confidence to folk
that they are not alone in the challenges and barriers they come across—or are often
ambushed by as they move into online learning and continually develop their skills.
The chapter ends with a set of lessons the writer has learned over some years of
































Barbara Grabowski’s chapter on finding a fulfilling voice is a lovely contribution to
a very difficult issue, and focuses very clearly on providing voice for students and for
instructors. While this is an issue that has commanded attention throughout the liter-
ature, I found Grabowski’s notions of designing effective and fulfilling interactions
refreshing and enlivening. She spends a little time in the chapter distinguishing between
fulfilling and tedious voices—a discussion I found good to read and had a sense that
the writer walked her own talk throughout. Similarly Wilhelmina Savenye’s contribu-
tion on active online learning produced a lively discussion. The strategic value of locat-
ing the book in distance education was evident here in that there was no need for
discussion about online learning as a substitute for the face-to-face discussion students
typically enjoy in on-campus learning environments. Rod Sims and Bethany Bovard
provide some ways of quantifying teacher and learner presence and for exploring qual-
ity. Their table of teacher strategies for multiple perspectives of learners (p. 180), while
somewhat limited, is a useful place for teachers to start developing their own more
subtle and personal strategies. These writers do discuss the face-to-face/online compar-
isons, albeit in a rather narrow sense.
The final chapter of the book, by Vanessa Dennen, looks towards the future and
sees a need to move past comparative studies and more towards research that results
in more sophisticated and enriched online environments. In fact I rather thought we
had moved pretty comprehensively into that latter space already. This chapter
provides provocative ideas around a number of issues that extend from the present
and into the future, including technological and pedagogical tools, increased partici-
pation, new clienteles, persona development, and the measurement of interaction
both quantitatively and qualitatively. Selection of those issues brings the book
together rather nicely as in its conclusion, since the focus is back on matters discussed
in the earlier contributions. A disappointment for me in this last chapter is the
absence of any discussion about the threats and the opportunities that well-developed
online learning may hold for us as learners, as teachers, and as provider institutions.
This is a nice book to read. Throughout it is well written and very well presented.
It represents a well-chosen, balanced and relevant set of topics, and the contributors
are well chosen. The editorial work I thought was quite exemplary since the book
manages an even style and level of analysis throughout, indicating that contributors
have responded to editor guidelines well, and that the editor has been able to work
across all contributions in a consistent way.
In short, it’s a book that is easy enough to read, has lots of useful ideas and
insights as well as some provocative ones, and a well-argued evidential base. Amazon
lists the softcover edition at US$29.95 and at that price this is a book worth buying
and using, whether you are a student, a researcher, or a teacher. The hardcover
edition is listed at US$89.95.
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